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Efficient, decentralized computation of the topology
of spatial regions
Matt Duckham, Doron Nussbaum, Jörg-Rüdiger Sack, Nicola Santoro

Abstract—The capability to query the topology of spatial
regions is fundamental to today’s centralized spatial computing
systems, like spatial databases and GIS. By contrast, this paper
explores decentralized algorithms for computing the topology of
spatial regions in wireless sensor networks. The approach generates global topological information about regions, using only the
local knowledge of nodes and their immediate network neighbors
aggregated up through spatial boundary structures. Using three
basic boundary structures (boundary nodes, boundary cycles,
and boundary orientation), a family of decentralized algorithms is
defined that can respond efficiently to snapshot queries about the
topology of spatial regions, including containment and adjacency
queries. The communication complexity of the algorithm is O(n)
for realistic inputs. Empirical investigation of the performance
of the approach, using simulation, also confirms the efficiency,
scalability, and robustness of this approach.
Index Terms—qualitative spatial reasoning, containment, adjacency, decentralized spatial computing, geosensor networks,
wireless sensor networks

I. I NTRODUCTION
Computation in distributed systems increasingly occurs
somewhere, with that location being integral to the computational process itself. For example, geographical wireless
sensor networks (sometimes called geosensor networks [1])
are increasingly being tasked to respond to queries not only
about point locations, but patterns and events with spatial and
temporal extents. Many of the existing approaches to complex
spatial queries in geosensor networks adopt a centralized
approach to computation, where global spatial data is collated
by the network but processed by a conventional information
system, like a spatial database or GIS.
By contrast, this paper is concerned with problems of
decentralized spatial computing (DeSC), where local spatial
data is processed in the network itself, with no centralized or
global control. Decentralization can help to improve the scalability of geosensor networks, for example increasing network
longevity—a vital consideration in applications like longterm environmental monitoring (e.g., [2]). Specifically, this
paper explores the design of efficient decentralized algorithms
for responding to “snapshot” queries about the topological
relationships between spatial regions, such as whether two
regions are connected, adjacent, or contain one another. The
regions are assumed to be derived from sensing of underlying
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environmental phenomena, like “hot spots,” “wet regions,”
“contours,” or “pollution clouds.”
In any decentralized computing system, no one system
component has access to the entire system state [3]. In a
DeSC system, the location of nodes places additional spatial
constraints on the generation and movement of information.
For example, nodes in a geosensor network typically sense
information only about their immediate spatial environment,
and the energy required to communicate between nodes increases with spatial/network distance.
Queries about objects with spatial extents (like regions) are
especially challenging because of these spatial constraints; satisfying complex spatial queries typically requires the combination of information captured and stored at distal locations. On
the other hand, spatial information is inherently autocorrelated
(“nearby things are more related,” Tobler’s so-called first law
of geography). Thus, opportunities for efficient decentralized
algorithms may exist because proximal nodes are more likely
to be more relevant in answering spatial queries.
The central innovation in this paper is the definition of
decentralized region boundary structures, which form the basis
for efficient in-network spatial data aggregation. Section III
formally defines the three levels of boundary structure required
for topological queries: boundary nodes, boundary cycles, and
boundary orientation. Section IV presents decentralized algorithms for constructing these boundary structures. Section V
shows how these basic algorithms can be combined to respond
to common topological queries, in particular containment
and adjacency of regions. Section VI presents an empirical
analysis of the performance of the algorithms using simulation,
focusing on the efficiency, scalability, and robustness of the
algorithms, before section VII concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND
Research into the application of decentralized algorithms to
wireless sensor networks is already well advanced, including
studies of in-network data aggregation (e.g., [4]–[8]); network
connectivity and coverage (e.g., [9], [10]); scheduling (e.g.,
[11]); clustering (e.g., [12]); and data storage and query
processing [13]–[16]. Interest in supporting spatial queries
using decentralized algorithms and data structures has also
begun to grow rapidly, for example in the development of
spatial indexes for geosensor networks (e.g., [17]–[21]).
Some spatial operations, like computing the relative neighborhood graph (RNG) or the Gabriel graph (GG), are straightforward to decentralize because they depend, by definition,
only on a node’s location and that of its one-hop neighbors [22]. More complex spatial queries concern the spatial
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characteristics and relationships between spatially extended
objects, like lines, boundaries, regions, or areas. These queries
are not so straightforward to decentralize, because the spatial
extents of such objects demand coordination amongst spatially
dispersed nodes across the network. Existing techniques for
satisfying such queries usually aim to take advantage of spatial
structures, like Voronoi cells [23], lines [24], boundaries [25]–
[27], or the inherent autocorrelation in spatial data [28]–[30].
In this paper, we are directly concerned with queries
about the topology of spatial regions, such as “Is region x
(topologically) connected?” or “What regions are contained
within/adjacent to x?” Recent research has focused on the
efficient generation of the geometries of spatial regions, in
particular contours or isolines [31]–[34]. However, to date
relatively few algorithms have addressed the problem of computing the topology of spatial regions directly (rather than
indirectly as a by-product of geometries [35]).
This paper focuses on queries about the current state of
the region topology (e.g., whether region a contains region
b), as opposed to topological events (e.g., whether regions a
and b “merge” or “split”). Most existing research into DeSC
can be classified into either queries about state of the world
(e.g., [23], [24], [29], [30]) or queries about geographic events
that happen in the world (e.g., [27], [36]–[38]). Events and
states are closely related—events can often be inferred from
a sequence of states, and the state after (or before) an event
can be inferred from the event plus the state before (or after)
the event.
Related research has already begun to develop decentralized
algorithms for identifying topological events, like the appearance, disappearance, merging, and splitting of regions [38]–
[40]. However, this previous work does not deal with querying
topological states, and indeed often requires initialization with
information about the starting topological state (e.g., [38],
[41]). Thus, the algorithms in this paper fill a gap in the current
research literature, suited to infrequent long-running (queries
resident in the network, proactively responding to predefined
triggers [42]) or one-off snapshot queries about region topology. Further, even where topological changes are expected to
occur more frequently (and so event-oriented queries may be
more appropriate than our approach) our algorithms still fulfill
an important role as an efficient initialization step for longrunning queries about topological events.
III. D EFINING BOUNDARY STRUCTURES
Boundary is a fundamental topological construct in spatial
information processing (see for example, the influential “4intersection model” [43]). This section defines three basic
boundary constructs (boundary nodes, boundary cycles, and
boundary orientation) in the context of sensor networks.
Wireless sensor networks are conventionally represented as
a set of nodes V , connected by a communication network
represented as a connected (undirected) graph, G = (V, E).
The neighbors of a node v ∈ V are denoted nbr(v), where
nbr(v) = {v  |{v, v  } ∈ E}. In a geosensor network, the nodes
of G are also distributed in space. The (planar) location of the
node in geographical space can be represented using a locator
function, l : V → R2 .

Each node in a geosensor network can sense information
about its immediate (geographical) environment. Formally, we
assume a sensor function s : V → X, where X is a finite
set representing some salient, pairwise disjoint categorization
of sensed values (e.g., X = {‘hot’, ‘warm’, ‘cold’}). Such
categories be derived from thresholding scalar fields (e.g., all
locations above a certain humidity) or from true binary sensors
(e.g., presence or absence of an environmental pollutant). In
the simplest case, X = {0, 1}, a node can sense whether it is
“out” or “in” a spatial region.
A natural definition of a boundary node in such a system is
as follows (cf. [27], [38]):
Definition 1: A boundary node is a node v ∈ V such that
there exists a neighbor v  ∈ nbr(v) where s(v) = s(v  ).
In other words, a boundary node is a node v that has
an immediate 1 hop neighbor v  which senses a different
category from v. A “region component” of a network is a
connected subgraph where nodes in the subgraph all sense the
same category, and neighbors of the region component sense
a different category. Formally:
Definition 2: A piece of graph G = (V, E) is a set of nodes
V  ⊆ V such that for any v  ∈ V  and v ∈ nbr(v  ) then
s(v  ) = s(v) if and only if v ∈ V  . The subgraph G ⊆ G
induced by a piece V  is called a region component if a) G
is connected and b) |V  | > 2.
Representing the boundary of region components requires
the addition of further restrictions on the graph structure.
Specifically, assuming the graph G is plane (i.e., is planar
along with its planar embedding) it is possible to define the
“boundary cycle” of a region component as follows:
Definition 3: A boundary cycle of plane region component
G = (V  , E  ) is a simple cycle of a face f of G such that
there exists at least one vertex v ∈ V −V  that is geometrically
contained inside f .
In general, plane graphs may not possess simple cycles for
all faces. However, it is a well-known property of 2-connected
plane graphs that every face is bounded by a simple cycle
[44]. Thus, every 2-connected region component must possess
at least one (possibly exterior) boundary cycle.
Figure 1 summarizes diagrammatically the three boundary
constructs. In the special case where G is maximally connected
(a triangulation), all nodes in the boundary cycle are also
boundary nodes. In general plane graphs, every boundary cycle
must contain at least one boundary node, but some nodes in
the boundary cycle may not be boundary nodes (as illustrated
Figure 1c where several non-boundary nodes are part of the
boundary cycles).
A. Assumptions
The decentralized computation of boundary structures discussed in the following section relies on four basic assumptions about the graph G and its region components:
1) the graph G is plane;
2) all region components of G are 2-connected;
3) the set of all region component boundary cycles is
disjoint, such that any node v ∈ V can belong to at
most one boundary cycle; and
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a. Boundary nodes (squares)
Fig. 1.

b. Region components (subgraphs)

c. Boundary cycles

Boundary structures for a graph G with two region components (white and black nodes)

4) all nodes v ∈ V know their coordinate location.
The first assumption is common for sensor networks, and is
fundamental to the definition of the boundary of region components. Many decentralized techniques for constructing planar
graphs in a geosensor network have already been devised (e.g.,
relative neighborhood graph, Gabriel graph, and Delaunay
triangulation [22], [45]). The second and third assumptions
are required for region components to have simple, nonintersecting boundaries, and have direct analogy to common
restrictions in spatial databases and GIS, where polygons are
often required to be simple (Jordan) and pairwise disjoint. It
is possible to extend our approach to relax assumptions 2 and
3. However, in the interests of clarity and space we treat such
extensions as beyond the scope of this paper (but see section
VII).
The fourth assumption can potentially be satisfied using
conventional positioning systems, like GPS, WiFi, or ultrasonic triangulation. However, in many cases coordinate location provides more information than is strictly required for
topological queries. Later sections explore relaxations of this
requirement as well as robustness in the face of uncertainty in
coordinate location (section VI-D).
IV. C OMPUTING

orientation) may not be required. Adjacency and connectivity
queries, for example, can be answered using level 2 boundary
cycle information alone (and by implication level 1 boundary node detection). Determining containment relationships
between region components requires all three levels.
A. Stage 1: Boundary node detection
Boundary node detection is a straightforward local operation. A node can communicate its sensed value to its
immediate 1-hop neighbors, and then compare neighbors’
sensed values with its own. A node that detects at least one
neighbor with a different sensed value is a boundary node (by
definition III).
Boundary node detection requires a total of O(|V |) messages to be sent, and O(2|E|) messages to be received. Note
that by Euler’s formula, |E| is linearly related to |V | in a
plane graph, |E| ≤ 3|V | − 6. Further, such messages would
be normally required by any ad hoc distributed system where
nodes need to discover their neighborhood. Since no routing
of information is required for boundary node detection (nodes
simply broadcast to neighbors), the costs of detecting boundary
nodes can arguably be amortized as part of the basic network
initialization and infrastructure of a distributed system.

BOUNDARY STRUCTURES

Based on the definitions in the previous section, the topological queries explored in the following sections rely on
decentralized computation of the three levels of boundary
information:
1) Boundary node detection: each node locally determines
whether it is a boundary node.
2) Boundary cycle construction: boundary nodes in a
boundary cycle elect a leader to aggregate information
about that region component.
3) Boundary orientation: the leader for a boundary cycle
initiates computation of the orientation of the boundary
cycle, representing the polygonal boundary of a region
component.
Each level of boundary information requires the construction of the lower level structure (i.e., boundary orientation
requires boundary cycle construction, which in turn requires
boundary node detection). Depending on the specific topological query, the top level of boundary structure (boundary

B. Stage 2: Boundary cycle construction
Boundary cycle construction requires nodes to coordinate
around the boundary. Intuitively we may construct the boundary cycle using a “boundary tracing” algorithm, that winds
around the boundary. In essence, the winding procedure is an
adaptation of face routing commonly used in wireless sensor
networks (e.g., [46], [47]). The key difference is that the
“faces” are not (necessarily) faces of the communication graph
G; rather they are the faces induced by region components,
and reflect the geographic distribution of the underlying sensed
values.
Winding around the boundary requires that each node v
locally possesses knowledge of the counterclockwise cyclic
ordering of its neighbors, represented as the function cv :
nbr(v) → nbr(v). The cyclic ordering may be computed locally by each node using basic geometry and knowledge of the
coordinate location of neighbors (for example communicated
along with their sensed values during stage 1).
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For a node v ∈ V to locally determine the next node in the
boundary cycle, it is necessary to consider two cases.
1) if v is a boundary node then windv () → cv (v  ) where
s(v  ) = s(v) and s(cv (v  )) = s(v)
2) otherwise, windv () → cv (v  ) where v  is the previous
node in the cycle.
Winding around the region component, nodes can route
information around the boundary cycle based purely on local
information about the sensed values and cyclic ordering of
neighbors. Given a local method for routing information
around a boundary cycle, constructing the boundary cycle is
essentially the well-studied problem of electing a leader in
a ring. Many ingenious algorithms for leader election in a
ring have been devised (see [48]). In general, leader election
problems require that each node possesses a unique identifier.
To abstract away from the specific details of the identifier
used (for example, possibly using its geographic location),
we simply assume each node is able to generate a unique
identifier, represented as the function id : V → R.
The most efficient algorithms for leader election in a ring
are O(n log n), where n is the number of nodes in the ring (the
constant hidden by the “big-oh” notation for leader election
is small, e.g. 1.44 for bidirectional rings [49]). In the worst
case, the number of nodes in the ring (length of the boundary
cycle) might approach |V |, the number of nodes in the network
potentially leading to an overall complexity for leader election
of O(|V | log |V |).
However, the fractal properties of geographic regions mean
that the length of region component boundaries is not expected
to scale linearly with number of nodes. Instead, the length
of the boundary cycle for a region component is expected
to scale in proportion to |V |0.5∗D , where D ∈ [1, 2) is the
fractal dimension of the boundary of the region component.
For simple Euclidean curves, like the boundaries of rectangles
and ellipses, the fractal dimension D = 1. Even for more
complex geographic features, like lakes and coastlines, the
fractal dimension D is typically in the interval D = 1.2−−1.3
[50]. Since for any D < 2, |V |0.5∗D = O( log|V|V| | ), it follows
that leader election is in practice linear in the number of nodes
in the network, O(|V |).
C. Stage 3: Boundary orientation
Boundary orientation is a commonly used structure in spatial databases and GIS (for example, as defined in ISO 19107,
[51]). A consistent boundary orientation can be deduced by
computing the area of the boundary cycle. 
The area of a
n
polygon is given by the familiar summation 12 i=1 xi yi+1 −
xi+1 yi , where the sequence of coordinates in the polygon
is (x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), ..., (xn , yn ) and (x1 , y1 ) = (xn , yn ).
Since at each step the area function only requires information
about the coordinate location of pairs of neighboring nodes,
area is straightforward to compute in decentralized way in
the boundary cycle. Beginning with leader of the boundary
cycle, elected in stage 2 above, the partial sum can be passed
around the cycle, each node computing the next term in the
summation, until it arrives back at the leader [52].
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Fig. 2.
Areal object (a) and corresponding topology represented as a
containment tree (b) after [53]

Following leader election, operations requiring coordination
around the boundary will be linearly related to the boundary
length, |V |0.5∗D . Computing boundary orientation involves
two complete traversals of boundary cycles (one to compute
area, one to inform all boundary nodes of the orientation),
leading to a complexity of O(|V |0.5∗D ).
D. Overall communication complexity
It follows from the discussion above that the communication
complexity of an optimal algorithm to construct all three levels
of boundary structure is linear in the number of nodes in
the network, O(|V |), since all the stages (boundary node
detection, leader election, boundary cycle construction, and
boundary orientation detection) have at worst linear communication complexity.
V. D ECENTRALIZED ALGORITHMS

FOR TOPOLOGICAL

QUERIES

The boundary structures described above form the basis
for a range of more sophisticated topological queries. This
section presents a family of decentralized algorithms (called
IN - TORQUE , In-Network TOpological Region QUEries) that
demonstrates how the basic boundary structures can be used
to respond to fundamental topological queries, including containment and adjacency queries.
A. Containment queries: Topology of areal objects
The first variant of the IN - TORQUE algorithm determines the
topology of a complex areal object, comprising a finite number
of regions (including holes and islands). The topology of an
areal object can be described as a tree, with its regions ordered
by containment, after [53]. Figure 2 shows an example of an
areal object comprising many regions (and holes and islands),
and the corresponding containment tree representation of the
topology of the areal object.
The objective of the first variant of the IN - TORQUE algorithm given in Algorithm 1 is to generate in the network
the containment tree for a complex areal object, ultimately
reported back to some known sink node. Algorithms 1 and 2
adopt the analysis and presentation style of [48], with nodes
transitioning between four states {INIT , IDLE, BNDY , LEAD} as
summarized in Figure 3.
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States and transitions for Algorithms 1 and 2

For the purposes of this example, it is assumed that 1) there
exists one sink node contained in the exterior face of the
areal object (i.e., in the root component of the containment
tree), and that 2) all network nodes can route information to
this sink (for example using geographic routing, e.g., [46]).
To abstract away from the details of the protocol used to
route information back to the sink, Algorithm 1 assumes the
existence of a local function rtev : V → nbr(v), such that
for a source node v ∈ V routing a message to a sink node
sid ∈ V , the next node on the path is given by rtev (sid). It is
straightforward to extend the algorithm to more sophisticated
reporting scenarios, such as reporting to multiple different sink
nodes, retaining the generated topological information within
the network at the region component boundaries, or where
nodes do not possess knowledge of an exterior sink node,
although these possibilities are not considered further here.
The IN - TORQUE areal protocol (Algorithm 1) is in effect a
decentralized version of the well-known semi-line algorithm,
commonly used for point-in-polygon tests in GIS and spatial
databases [54]. The centralized semi-line algorithm determines
containment using computational geometry to count the number of intersections of a semi-line with polygon boundary. By
contrast, the decentralized IN - TORQUE areal algorithm routes
a message from each boundary cycle leader to the exterior,
updating the message at each boundary node encountered with
information about the boundary cycle crossed.
Algorithm 1 operates by first constructing all three levels
of boundary structure, boundary nodes, cycles, and orientation. Boundary orientation (section IV-C) is required for this
computation in order to distinguish an outer boundary (of a
region) or an inner boundary (of a hole). In Algorithm 1, the
local variable hol is used to store the information generated
about boundary orientation. Since messages are routed from
a leader to the first boundary cycle node anticlockwise from
the exterior, hol=0 indicates a positive area for the region, and
so a outer boundary of a region; conversely hol=1 indicates
a negative area for the region, and so an inner boundary of a
hole (see Figure 4a).
A message is then routed from the elected leader for each
region component to the sink. The leader for each boundary
cycle creates a “report” message containing the leader id and
an initial “score” for the message. The initial score depends
on the boundary orientation and on the state of the node
receiving the first hop. A message where the first hop takes it
from an inner (hole) boundary into the hole, or from an outer
(region) boundary into the region, are initialized with score -2;
otherwise messages are initialized with score -1 (Figure 4b).
The report message is then forwarded toward the sink. A
message crossing into an inner (hole) boundary or out of an
outer (region) boundary will have its score incremented by 1.
Conversely, crossing out of an inner (hole) boundary or into
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Fig. 5. Set of geographic region boundaries (a), along with adjacency graph
for regions (b)

an outer (region) boundary causes the message score to be
decremented by one. When the score is incremented to zero,
the containing boundary has been detected (Figure 4c). At this
point the identity of the containing boundary cycle is added
to the message, and the message is subsequently forwarded
unaltered to the sink. When the sink has received messages
from all boundary cycles, the entire topology tree can be
computed from the partial order induced by all containment
relations (with the addition of the exterior as the parent of any
messages that have encountered no containing regions).
In addition to the basic O(|V |) communication complexity
of the IN - TORQUE algorithm discussed in section IV-D, the
IN - TORQUE areal protocol requires additional O(m) time to
complete, where m is the length (number of nodes) in the
paths from each boundary cycle leader to the sink node. This
length will depend on both the number of boundary cycles and
the routing protocol used. However, for a non-fractal
Jordan
path through the network, this is expected to scale O( |V |),
as discussed previously.
B. Adjacency queries: Topology of sets of region components
A second fundamental query for centralized spatial computing is determining adjacency between different regions.
Adjacency here is taken to mean any two boundaries that
directly abut one another (whether or not one is the boundary
of a containing region). Figure 5 shows an example of a set
of region boundaries and their adjacency relationships.
Computing adjacency in the network requires only levels
1 and 2 boundary structures (nodes and cycles). Algorithm 2
presents the adjacency variant of the IN - TORQUE algorithm.
As expected, much of the algorithm is common to Algorithm
1, specifically the construction of boundary nodes and boundary cycles.
In Algorithm 2 during the construction of the boundary,
each boundary node stores information about which neighbors
are also boundary nodes, represented for each node v as the
function bidsv : ∅ → 2Z . As nodes construct a boundary cycle,
the identity of the boundary cycle leader is communicated to
and stored by boundary node neighbors, represented for each
node v as the function bnbrv : ∅ → 2nbr(v) .
After boundary cycle construction, a message passed around
the boundary cycle by the region component leader is used to
collect the identities of all adjacency boundary cycles. This
information can be efficiently collated without duplication by
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each region component leader by simply comparing boundary
cycle identities (e.g., only report smaller boundary identities),
and subsequently forwarding this information to the sink. As
for the IN - TORQUE areal protocol, once at the sink the combination of this qualitative adjacency information constitutes the
adjacency map for the entire sensed area.
As for the IN - TORQUE areal protocol, the overall communication complexity of the IN - TORQUE adjacency protocol is O(|V |).

VI. E MPIRICAL

ANALYSIS

In addition to the computational analysis in previous sections, the performance of the IN - TORQUE algorithm was tested
experimentally using simulation. The experiments empirically
investigated four key features of the algorithm: scalability,
load balancing, latency, and robustness. The experiments were
conducted on the IN - TORQUE areal algorithm, as this was
the most sophisticated algorithm requiring all three levels of
boundary information (section IV).

C. Further queries
Containment and adjacency represent basic topological
queries common to any spatial computing system. However, a
range of other queries may be similarly satisfied. For example,
while containment and adjacency have been presented here as
separate algorithms, both rely on the same basic boundary
structures and can easily be combined into a single O(|V |)
protocol. A combined algorithm can determine containment
and adjacency at the same time, effectively constructing a
“topological map” for the areal object.
Connectivity queries (such as “Is the bushfire front connected?”), are also simple to satisfy using any of the structures
already discussed. Modifying either of the algorithms above
slightly to additionally communicate the sensed values (and
not simply the region identity) back to the sink, would allow
the sink to search through the region identity–sensed value
pairs. The area covered by a particular sensed value will be
disconnected if and only if that sensed value that appears more
than once with two different region identities.
Extending the scenario slightly further to allow nodes to
sense environmental variables from more than one domain
enables further queries to be satisfied using the same boundary
approach. In this category, overlay is another basic function
of any GIS or spatial database which constructs all the nonempty intersections of two or more sets of polygonal regions.
Modifying the algorithms above to compute the overlay of
more than one sensed data domain is trivial. For example, assuming n sensed data domains and associated sensor functions,
s1 : V → X1 , s2 : V → X2 , ..., sn : V → Xn , the topological
map for the overlay of the sensed domains X1 , ..., Xn can be
computed by replacing the function s : V → X in Algorithms
1 or 2 with a combined function s : V → X1 × X2 × ... × Xn
such that s(v) → (s1 (v), s2 (v), ..., sn (v)).

A. Scalability
A scalability experiment was conducted on simulated networks varying in size from 1000 to 20000 nodes. Node
location in the networks was randomized. The UDG (unit
distance graph) was generated for each network (i.e., all
nodes closer than a communication distance c were connected
by one-hop communication). To ensure comparable levels of
connectivity for all networks across the range of different
network sizes, the communication distance was set relative to
A
the node density, |N
| . Specifically, the distance c was chosen

A
to be 4 |N | , where N is the set of nodes in the network and A
is the area over which these nodes were randomly distributed.
This communication distance was chosen to be large enough
to ensure that the network was connected, and small enough
to ensure a reasonably sparse communication graph (to model
a network distributed over geographic space).
As a control, a brute force (“sense-and-transmit”) algorithm
was used to forward each node’s data along the shortest paths
tree [4] to a sink node located at the center of the network
(the best case in terms of total paths length) for subsequent
centralized processing. For the decentralized IN - TORQUE algorithm, the network was structured as a locally computed
planar subgraph of the UDG (the relative neighborhood graph
[55]), with messages georouted to the sink [46]. To guarantee
that the sink was in the exterior of the monitored areal object
(cf. section V-A), the sink was located at one extreme of the
network for experiments on the IN - TORQUE algorithm (the
worst case in terms of total paths length).
Figure 6 compares the results of the experiments on the
scalability of the IN - TORQUE areal and brute force “sense-andtransmit” algorithms. The experiments were conducted on a
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Algorithm 1

IN - TORQUE areal

protocol for node v

States: S = {INIT, IDLE, BNDY, LEAD}
Local variables: rid, hol
Local knowledge: sid (sink id)
INIT

Spontaneously
Broadcast(‘INIT ’, l(v), s(v)) to nbr(v)
Become IDLE
IDLE

Receiving(‘INIT ’,l ,s ) from v 
Store l(v  ) → l and s(v  ) → s
Construct cv : nbr(v) → nbr(v)
if s = s(v) then
Become BNDY
Send(‘LEAD’, id(v)) to windv ()
Receiving(‘LEAD’, i) from v 
Send(‘LEAD’, i) to cv (v  )
Receiving(‘AREA’, a) from v 
a ← a + l(v).x ∗ l(v  ).y − l(v).y ∗ l(v  ).x
Send(‘AREA’, a) to cv (v  )
Receiving(‘RING’, i, s) from v 
Send(‘RING’, i, s) to cv (v  )
Receiving(‘RPRT ’, c, i, s) from v 
Send(‘RPRT ’, c, i, s) to rtev (s)

BNDY

Receiving(‘LEAD’, i) from v 
if i = id(v) then
Become LEAD
Send(‘AREA’, 0) to windv ()
else
if election condition met then
Send(‘LEAD’, i) to windv ()
Receiving(‘AREA’, a) from v 
a ← a + l(v).x ∗ l(v  ).y − l(v).y ∗ l(v  ).x
Send(‘AREA’, a) to windv ()
Receiving(‘RING’, i, s) from v 
Store hol ← s
Store rid ← i
Send(‘RING’, i, s) to windv ()

LEAD

Receiving(‘AREA’, a) from v 
a ← a + l(v).x ∗ l(v  ).y − l(v).y ∗ l(v  ).x
Store hol ← 0
if sign(a) is +ve then
Store hol ← 1
Store rid ← i
Send(‘RING’, id(v), hol) to windv ()
Receiving(‘RING’, i, s) from v 
if hol = s(rtev (sid)) then
Send(‘RPRT ’, -1, rid) to rtev (sid)
else
Send(‘RPRT ’, -2, rid) to rtev (sid)
BNDY , LEAD
Receiving(‘RPRT ’, c, i) from v 
Wait until rid is set
if s(v  ) = s(v) then
c ← c − 1 + 2 ∗ hol
if s(rtev (sid)) = s(v) then
c ← c + 1 − 2 ∗ hol
if c = 0 then
Send(‘DONE ’, i, rid) to rtev (sid)
else
Send(‘RPRT ’, c, i) to rtev (sid)
ANY

Receiving(‘DONE ’, i1 , i2 ) from v 
Send(‘DONE ’, i1 , i2 ) to rtev (sid)

Algorithm 2

IN - TORQUE adjacency

protocol for node v

States: S = {INIT, IDLE, BNDY, LEAD}
Local variables: rid
Local knowledge: sid
INIT

Spontaneously
Broadcast(‘INIT ’, l(v), s(v)) to nbr(v)
Become IDLE
IDLE

Receiving(‘INIT ’, l , s ) from v 
Store s(v  ) → s
Construct cv : nbr(v) → nbr(v)
if s = s(v) then
Become BNDY
Store bnbrv () → bnbrv () ∪ {v  }
Send(‘LEAD’,id(v)) to windv ()
Receiving(‘LEAD’, i) from v 
Send(‘LEAD’, i) to cv (v  )
Receiving(‘RING’, i) from v 
Send(‘RING’, i) to cv (v  )
Receiving(‘ADJY’, I) from v 
Send(‘ADJY’, I) to cv (v  )

BNDY

Receiving(‘LEAD’, i) from v 
if i = id(v) then
Become LEAD
Broadcast(‘BIDS’, i) to nbr(v)
Send(‘RING’, i) to windv ()
if election condition met then
Send(‘LEAD’,i) to windv ()
Receiving(‘RING’, i, s) from v 
Store rid ← i
Broadcast(‘BIDS’, i) to nbr(v)
Send(‘RING’, i) to windv ()
Receiving(‘ADJY’, I) from v 
Wait until ‘BIDS’ message received from all nodes in bnbrv ()
Send(‘ADJY’, I ∪ bidsv ())

LEAD

Receiving(‘RING’, i, s) from v 
Wait until ‘BIDS’ message received from all nodes in bnbrv ()
Send(‘ADJY’, bidsv ()) to windv ()
Receiving(‘BIDS’, I) from v 
if I = ∅ then
Send(‘DONE ’,i,I,s) to rtev (s)
BNDY , LEAD
Receiving(‘BIDS’, i) from v 
if i < rid then
Store bidsv () → bidsv () ∪ {i}
ANY

Receiving(‘DONE ’, i, I) from v 
Send(‘DONE ’, i, I) to rtev (s)

simple, arbitrarily generated areal object, containing one outer
region, two holes, one of which contained two island regions.
Using the same areal object across all experiments ensured
comparability between experiment sets. Further, experimenting
on a relatively simple areal object was necessary to ensure the
topological relationships could be discerned at all the spatial
granularities tested (i.e., even at networks with just 1000
nodes). However, the algorithm was also verified to operate
correctly with a wide variety of areal objects of arbitrary
complexity at a range of different spatial granularities.
Scalability was measured in terms of number of messages
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LEAD
INIT
RING
AREA
RPRT/DONE

Factor a
0.274
9.911
14.11
1
7.342
7.371
2.511

Power b
1.486
0.807
0.628
1
0.519
0.519
0.534

R2
1.000
0.999
0.999
1.000
0.999
0.999
0.995

TABLE I
R ESULTS OF POWER REGRESSION ANALYSIS (y = a.xb )
CURVES IN F IGURE 6

2.5E+07

Brute force "senseand-transmit"

2.0E+07

y = 8.7396x 1.487
R2 = 1

Total IN-TORQUE

Bits sent

Process
Total “sense-and-transmit”
Total IN - TORQUE areal

1.5E+07

1.0E+07

FOR RESPONSE
5.0E+06

(sent) across the range of network sizes. Figure 6 shows
the total number of messages required for each algorithm
averaged over 25 randomized simulations. The figure also
shows the component messages required for each stage of
the IN - TORQUE algorithm (associated with LEAD, INIT , RING,
AREA , and RPRT /DONE messages). Figure 6 is presented as a
log-log graph, since the numbers messages and nodes vary
over several orders of magnitude (from tens to millions of
messages, from thousands to tens of thousands of nodes).
As expected, the INIT (boundary node detection) stage
exhibits linear communication complexity with increasing network size. The LEAD stage (leader election) uses the MinMax
algorithm for leader election in a unidirectional ring [48]. This
algorithm has 1.44n log n + O(n) complexity, where n is the
length of the region boundary
(hence, as discussed above n

scales as a function of |V |). Also as expected, the AREA
(compute area), RING (store orientation), and RPRT/DONE
(report to sink) message components, which are approximately
linear in the length of boundary cycle, make up a relatively
small components of the overall communication cost.
The results of a regression analysis for the different response
curves in figure 6 are shown in Table I. A power regression
was used, fitting a curve of the form y = a.xb to each of the
response curves in Figure 6. All the regression curves achieved
very high goodness of fit (varying from R2 values of 0.995 to
1.000). The most notable feature of these results is that they
support the intuitive interpretation of the results above, with
the INIT being of order O(|V |), and with LEAD, RING, AREA,
and RPRT/DONE components being of order O(|V |b ) where
0.5 < b < 0.63. Overall, the total IN - TORQUE areal scalability
improves on the theoretical worst case O(|V |) (approximately
O(|V |0.81 )). By contrast, the centralized sense-and-transmit
approach is significantly less scalable, exhibiting scalability
of O(|V |1.49 ), albeit with a small constant factor (≈ 0.3).
By making some assumptions about the length of messages
sent, it is also possible to compare the total amount of data
transmitted using the two approaches. For the IN - TORQUE areal
algorithm, we require: 33 bits for INIT messages (2 × 16
bit x and y coordinates plus 1 bit sensed value, in or out of
the region); 16 bits for LEAD messages (16 bit unique leader
id); 48 bits for AREA messages (32 bit x, y coordinate plus
16 bit partial area sum); 1 bit for RING messages (clockwise
or anticlockwise boundary orientation); and up to 32 bits for
RPRT /DONE messages (2 × 16 bit leader ids for contained and
containing regions).
For the brute force approach, each node must send 33

0.0E+00
1000

y = 168.79x 0.8592
R 2 = 0.9995
3000

5000

7000

9000

11000

13000

15000

17000

19000

Network size (number of nodes)

Fig. 7. Scalability of IN - TORQUE areal versus centralized “sense-and-transmit”
algorithms, in terms of numbers of bits sent

bits to the sink (32 bit x, y coordinate and 1 bit sensed
value). The brute force approach might additionally send
each 16 bit unique node id to the sink, but we assume for
efficiency the x, y coordinate can also provide a unique id
(and is required anyway for centralized computation of region
boundary and topology). Potentially, the sensed value may be
aggregated in the network. Again for the most stringent test,
we assume the optimal (but highly unlikely) case of perfect
aggregation, where the sensed value accounts for only |V | bits
total transmission (i.e., where effectively each sensed value
is transmitted once, and then aggregated at the parent node
in the shortest path tree). However, each x, y coordinate is
unique. Even the location of a single node can potentially
influence the centralized computation of containment relationships. Consequently, no data aggregation is possible for the
coordinates; each must be retransmitted in full through to the
sink for topological queries to be reliably satisfied.
Figure 7 compares the scalability in terms of bits transmitted
for the two algorithms. In addition to the response curves,
Figure 7 also shows the results of a regression analysis
similar to that in Table I. For message length, the IN TORQUE areal exhibiting scalability of order O(|V |0.86 ), again
comparing well with the brute force centralized algorithm,
order O(|V |1.49 ). In cases where the initialization costs can
be treated as preprocessing required for the establishment of
network services, the scalability of bits transmitted for the IN TORQUE areal improved even further, to O(|V |0.6 ).
Discussion: The experiments provide strong evidence that
the decentralized IN - TORQUE algorithm is highly scalable in
terms of both total numbers of messages and bits transmitted.
On average, our algorithm required approximately 2.5 messages per node for the smallest network, scaling to about 1.5
messages per node for the largest network. By comparison, the
brute-force “sense-and-transmit” approach required an average
of more than 8 messages per node for the smallest network,
rising to 33 messages per node for the largest network.
As might be expected, in our experiments the scalability of
the algorithm significantly improves on the theoretical worst
case O(|V |). The INIT component dominates this overall scalability. As argued previously, algorithm initialization, where
every node broadcasts its sensed value to its immediate 1-
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Total IN-TORQUE

Messages sent (log scale)
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LEAD

INIT
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RING

AREA
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RPRT/DONE

Brute force "sense-andtransmit"
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10000
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Network size (number of nodes, log scale)

Fig. 6.

Scalability of

IN - TORQUE areal

versus centralized “sense-and-transmit” algorithms, in terms of numbers of messages sent

hop neighbors, could potentially be amortized in the costs of
standard network initialization. In our experiments, the algorithm achieved O(|V |0.6 ) scalability for both total number of
messages and total bits transmitted if initialization costs were
removed. Indeed, while we have included the initialization
costs in our evaluation of the IN - TORQUE algorithm in the
previous section, we have ignored similar initialization costs
required by the brute force centralized approach in setting
up the shortest paths routing tree. Were these costs included
it would further increase the gap in efficiency between the
centralized approach and the IN - TORQUE algorithm.
B. Load balancing
Arguably more important than the overall scalability is the
load balancing characteristics of the IN - TORQUE algorithm.
Poor load balancing will lead to more rapid depletion of energy
resources at some nodes, potentially resulting in disconnected
networks and low suitability for long-term monitoring. Figure
8 compares the load balance of the IN - TORQUE areal algorithm
with a sense-and-transmit approach (for a specific mediumsized simulation of 4900 nodes). The figure shows a typical
histogram of the number of messages per “edge” (i.e., between
two neighboring nodes). The IN - TORQUE areal algorithm in
Figure 8a exhibits dramatic improvements in load balancing
over the simulations of the same scenario using the senseand-transmit approach in Figure 8b. Using the IN - TORQUE
areal algorithm the load on most transmission links is just
two messages, with no pair of nodes exchanging more than
22 messages (i.e., within the 16–32 messages class in the
histogram in Figure 8a). While the modal number of messages
per edge using the sense-and-transmit approach is just 1, most
pairs of nodes exchange many more messages. More than 150
edges (approximately 3% of the node pairs in the network)
bear loads of above 100 messages, with a handful of nodes

exchanging almost 1000 messages.
Discussion: The experimental results strongly indicate the
relative efficiency gains of the IN - TORQUE when compared
with a centralized sense-and-transmit algorithm. In the case
of the network in Figure 8, some nodes transmit almost 50
times more messages using the centralized approach when
compared with the IN - TORQUE algorithm. Larger networks
are only expected to increase this substantial load imbalance.

C. Latency
A third important computational characteristic to consider is
message latency, for example measured as the largest number
of hops of any message required by the algorithm. In the case
of the brute force sense-and-transmit approach, the maximum
number of hops of any message is expected to equal the
diameter of the network (assuming the worst case, where the
sink is at an extreme edge of the network). For a network of
|N | nodes randomly
located in the plane, diameter is expected

to scale O( |N |).
By contrast, the maximum length of any sequence of
messages in the IN - TORQUE algorithm is expected to depend
on the length of the region boundary, and distance from
boundary leader to the sink node. In general, the largest
number of hops for the the IN - TORQUE algorithm will result
from: 1 hop (INIT message), plus 3m hops (LEAD, RING,
and AREA messages, where m is the length of the boundary
of the region), plus n hops (RPRT/DONE message, where n
is the length of the path from the boundary leader to the
sink). As already discussed, the number of hops of cycles
around the boundary and
 paths to the sink are expected to
scale approximately O( |N |). Thus as for the brute-force
algorithm is exhibit
approach, the latency of the IN - TORQUE 
comparable scalability, approximately O( |N |).
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Fig. 8. Load balancing in terms of number of messages per edge for (a)
IN - TORQUE areal algorithm; and (b) brute force sense-and-transmit algorithm
(for medium-sized network, 4900 nodes)

A series of further experiments, which measured the length
of the longest sequence of messages across different network
sizes, investigated these expectations. Figure 9 summarizes the
results. The experiments confirmed that the
latency of the IN TORQUE algorithm has approximately O( |N |) scalability,
with a constant factor that depends strongly dependent on the
size of the region component being monitored. For example,
a power regression on the message lengths associated with
the smallest region from the earlier experiments indicated a
latency of 2.031|N |0.581 (R2 = 0.998) across all the network
sizes tested (i.e., from |N |=1000 to 20000 nodes). A similar
regression on latency of messages associated with the largest
region used in the earlier experiments revealed a scalability of
17.3|N |0.517 (R2 = 0.999).
By contrast, the latency for the brute force sense-andtransmit approach exhibited comparable order of scalability
to the IN - TORQUE algorithm, but with lower constant factors.
A power regression on the longest messages resulting from
the sense and transmit approach yielded a scalability of
0.843|N |0.504 (R2 = 0.999, see Figure 9).
Discussion: It is entirely possible for a small enough region,
close enough to the sink, to result in a lower latency using the
IN - TORQUE algorithm when compared with the brute force
approach. For example, a small region with 20 nodes in the

boundary cycle, and a leader 5 hops from the sink will result in
a longest message length for the IN - TORQUE of 1+3×20+5=66
hops. If this region occurs in a large network (for example
the largest networks used in our experiments with 20,000
nodes and diameter of around 120 nodes) then the IN - TORQUE
algorithm is expected to exhibit lower latencies than the sense
and transmit approach.
However, in the example of our experiments, the IN TORQUE algorithm exhibited higher latencies than the senseand-transmit approach. The latency associated with the IN TORQUE algorithm is strongly dependent on the size of the
largest region being monitored, as well as the location of
the sink relative to the region. Thus, in general, it is to be
expected that the IN - TORQUE algorithm will be associated
with higher latencies than a brute force, sense-and-transmit
approach, except in exceptional cases of monitoring only
small regions. Although this increased latency is a cost of
using the IN - TORQUE algorithm, the latencies associated with
the IN - TORQUE algorithm remain of comparable orders of
scalability 
to the sense-and-transmit approach (i.e., approximately O( |N |)), differing only by a constant factor (in our
experiments between about 2 and 20 times greater latencies
for the IN - TORQUE algorithm).
D. Robustness
Finally, the experiments also investigated the robustness of
the IN - TORQUE areal algorithm, in terms of its tolerance of uncertainty of location. Thus far, simulations have assumed that
nodes have access to precise and accurate information about
their own location. In actuality, such information is likely
to be highly resource-intensive or even impossible to obtain.
Tolerance to imperfect location information is one of the key
motivations for monitoring the qualitative spatial properties of
phenomena, like the topological properties of complex areal
objects, rather than the quantitative characteristics, like the
geometry of the boundaries of areal objects.
Figure 10 presents the results of experiments on the robustness to positional inaccuracy of the IN - TORQUE areal algorithm.
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The experiments were based on simulations where every
node’s knowledge of their location was randomly perturbed
in the x and y directions. Perturbations were selected first
from a uniform random probability distribution with maximum
perturbation p, and then repeated for perturbations drawn from
a Gaussian probability distribution, with standard deviation σ.
Unlike previous experiments, the robustness simulations were
conducted using a regular, grid-based network, to avoid randomly perturbing an already randomized network. To enable
comparison between results, the overall level of inaccuracy
is measured as the ratio between the maximum perturbation
p (uniform probability distribution) or standard deviation σ
(Gaussian distribution) and the internode distance d (distance
between a node and its one-hop neighbors). The internode
distance d is fixed by the use of a regular grid of nodes,
connected using a “rook’s case” network. For example, for
a network with an internode distance of d=20 units and
maximum perturbation p=15 units (uniform distribution) or
standard deviation σ=15 units (Gaussian distribution), the
level of inaccuracy would be 15/20=0.75. Increasing node
perturbation increases the measure of node inaccuracy (e.g., p
or σ=30 units, d=20 units then the level of inaccuracy would
be p/d=σ/d=30/20=1.5).
The robustness of the algorithm was measured as the
percentage of simulations out of 20 repetitions (for each
inaccuracy level) that resulted in anything other than a perfect
detection of the topology of complex areal object. The magnitude of the perturbation, shown along the x axis of Figure 10,
was varied across a series of experiments, with the resulting
percentage robustness measured and displayed on the y axis
of Figure 10.
Further, Figure 10 shows the results of two different sets of
simulations. In the first experiment, perturbations were used
to alter the node’s knowledge of its coordinate location, but
the qualitative orientation of neighbors around the node was

assumed to be accurate. These experiments model the situation
in networks where qualitative orientation is found independently of node location (for example, using ultrasound or
RF direction-finding sensors). In the second experiment, node
orientation was derived from node position, so increasing positional inaccuracy also led to increasingly inaccurate knowledge
of the relative cyclic ordering of the neighbors around each
node. These experiments model the situation where qualitative
orientation is derived from quantitative positioning systems
(like RF triangulation or GPS).
Overall, the IN - TORQUE algorithm exhibits relatively high
levels of robustness to inaccuracy. For example, below a node
inaccuracy level of 0.75, the algorithm still correctly identifies
the topological structure of the complex areal object in all
cases. For a uniform distribution above a node inaccuracy level
of 1.0 (i.e., where the maximum perturbation is comparable
to or greater than the internode distance) the algorithm does
begin break down, becoming unreliable. Using a Gaussian
distribution, the algorithm performs even more robustly, and
in the case of no orientation inaccuracy, the algorithm still
performs perfectly up to a level of inaccuracy of 1.75 (i.e.,
where the standard deviation of perturbations is 1.75 times
the internode distance). In general, experiments using Gaussian perturbation outperform those drawn from a uniform
distribution. This result can be interpreted as indicating the
algorithm’s robustness to infrequent, large outliers: in the
Gaussian distribution a minority (32%) of the perturbations
will be larger than the maximum possible perturbation using a
uniform distribution. Conversely, in the Gaussian distribution,
a larger proportion of perturbations will be closer to the mean
than in the uniform distribution. As might be expected, for
simulations where inaccuracy affects only node position, much
lower levels of unreliability result than for simulations where
inaccuracy in both position and orientation are modeled.
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Discussion: Inaccuracy and imprecision are endemic features of any positioning system, especially in resource-limited
geosensor networks. The experiments demonstrate that the IN TORQUE algorithm can tolerate considerable positional inaccuracy in nodes. Such robustness is an important advantage of
using qualitative algorithms for computing with spatial information. The errors observed in the simulations of positional
inaccuracy only were all topological, where the topological
relationship for one or more regions of the complex areal
object were incorrectly detected. These errors arose where
the magnitude of perturbations increases to such an extent
that the sign of the area was inverted, and so the topological
relationship between regions was incorrect. Simulations that
included both positional and orientation accuracy also result
in algorithm failure, primarily caused by the failure of the
underlying face-routing in the presence of very high positional
inaccuracy.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper has demonstrated how spatial queries about the
topology of spatial regions, monitored by a wireless sensor network, can be satisfied using in-network, decentralized
algorithms. The approach is founded on the decentralized
construction of fundamental boundary structures: boundary
nodes, boundary cycles, and boundary orientation. The family
of IN - TORQUE algorithms can detect containment and adjacency between regions, as well as providing a basis for
other topological queries such as connectivity and overlay.
The approach is shown both analytically and empirically to be
efficient, scalable, and robust, although at the cost of somewhat
increased message latency. As such, this research contributes
to broader efforts to construct the foundations of decentralized
spatial algorithms, for use in distributed systems like geosensor
networks.
The IN - TORQUE algorithm family relies on two simplifying assumptions that might be relaxed in further work. The
assumptions of 2-connected region components and of nonintersecting boundaries are both used to aid routing messages
around the region component boundary. In practice, such
assumptions will often not hold for real geosensor networks.
However, both assumptions might be relaxed by the addition of
more sophisticated protocols to ensure a message can traverse
(self) intersecting boundaries. Specifically, nodes at a (self)
intersection would be required to forward the boundary messages to different destinations dependent on certain boundary
and message conditions.
Finally, further work is also required on moving beyond
formal models and simulations to testing the IN - TORQUE
algorithm family in practical wireless sensor networks and
applications. Work on such implementations has begun. Today,
the availability and cost of networks with the required level
of spatial granularity (i.e., at least thousands of nodes) places
severe constraints on current spatial applications of sensor networks. However, it seems certain that technological advances
in the near future will enable much larger networks. Indeed
preparing for the spatial detail that will be revealed by such
networks is one of the central motivations behind the emerging
research area of decentralized spatial computing.
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